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Abstract
Set of contributes to eµ large-angle high-energy scattering cross section is considered
in quasi-elastic experimental set-up. Among them we had considered inelastic process
with emission of one and two soft real photons as well as soft pion pairs. Virtual photon
contributions are considered with logarithmical accuracy. Box-type Feynman amplitudes
with vacuum polarization insertion of leptons and hadrons in the intermediate state are
considered explicitly.
1 Introduction
The aim of our investigation is to calculate the next-to-leading contributions to the large-angle
high energy (LAHE) cross section in quasi-elastic experimental set-up.










2 are the energies of initial and scattered leptons in the frame of center of mass.








where D(x; L) is the non-singlet structure function, which obey renorm-group (RG) equations.
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has a form:











P (n)(x) + : : : ; (4)
In quasi-elastic set-up we can use only -part of P
(i)
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1− x :
So the structure function in that case has a form:















So our aim is to calculate the k-factor in one and two-loop approximations.
Contributions to differential cross section are of two types. First is the one arising from
virtual photon emission corrections up to two loop level, which require the calculations of real
two-loop Feynman amplitudes.
Virtual -type contribution suffer from infrared divergencies, which are regularized by in-
troduction of fictitious photon mass . Another type of contributions arise from emission of
soft real photons and charged particle pairs.
General form of cross section can be presented as sum of three types: vertex part, eikonal
part and decorated box type. Each of them contains virtual and real soft photon contribution
and is free from infrared divergencies. All this contributions do not violate the LLA terms
predicted by renorm-group despite that contributions of separate FD contain up to fourth
power of large logarithm t in two-loop approximation.
In our previous paper [2] we had showed that the so-called vertex contributions provide
the RG result 4 cited above.
This paper is devoted to investigation of some diagrams of E-type ones. For elastic process
it corresponds to FD with one, two (box diagram) and three (double box FD) virtual photon
exchanged by electron and muon.
Besides that we must take into account the box-type FD with vacuum polarization insertion
to Green function to one of virtual photons (see fig.1). The single soft photon emission
approximation must be applied to one-loop corrected Feynman amplitude. As well the emission
of two soft photons (or charged particle pairs) must be taken into account.
In Section 2 we consider the vacuum polarization effects in box-type Feynman amplitudes
with lepton pairs (−+; e−e+) or hadrons (−+) (fig.1). The relevant contributions from
soft lepton pair and soft charged pion pair emission are considered as well as one and two soft
real photon pair production (see fig.2,4).
In Section 3 the results of single and double soft photon emission are given as well as
virtual corrections arising from the square of box-type amplitude (see fig. 3,4).
In Appendix A we give some details of virtual and soft real pair calculation and the
complete set of scalar, vector and tensor integrals for box type FD with vacuum polarization
insertion.
In Appendix B we give useful set of integrals for box type integrals.
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Figure 1: Box-type FD with vacuum polarization insertion.
Figure 2: FD with soft lepton and pion pair production.
Figure 3: Box-type FD.
Figure 4: Some sorts of double soft photon emission FD.
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2 Box-type FD with vacuum polarization insertion.
Vacuum polarization (VP) effects in Box-type Feynman amplitudes can be taken into account









(1− v2)(k2 −M2(v)) ; M
2(v) =
42
1− v2 ; (v) = 2− (1− v
2)(2− v2) (7)

















for pion VP insertion. Here M is hadron’s jet mass.









S(s; t; M2(v))− S(u; t; M2(v))
)
(9)














For the quantity S(s; t; M) we have:


























; s = (p1 + p2)
2; t = (p1 − p2)2; t˜ = t−M2; u = (p1 − p′2)2:
Using the set of scalar, vector and tensor integrals for box-type four-momentum integrals (see
App. A) we obtain the next result for the quantity S:









































Making integration and neglecting the terms of order m2=(−t)  1 we have:






Lus(m − 2t − ) (15)



















−t ; Lut = ln
u
t
; Lsu = ln
s
−u ;
for the case of big t. For the case of small t we have:









Lus(s + u + 2) +
3
2
(u2s − s2u) (16)








Further integration for the case of lepton VP with mass M2 = 42=(1 − v2) (both cases






















((t− s)Lst − (t− u)Lut)
]
:
To obtain the final result without infrared divergencies we must take into account the inter-
















where ∆ was defined in(1), and also consider the contribution from soft lepton pair emission






































; c = cos(~pe; ~p
′
e):
We see that this quantity contains only next-to leading terms of order 2t and does not
contain infrared divergencies.
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Let now return to soft pion pair production with total energy not exceeded ∆ and invariant
square mass M2:
4m2  M2 < (∆)2  2 = s=4: (21)
The corresponding contribution to differential cross section arises from interference of emission






































q2 = M2; Q = q+ − q−:































q20 − q2dOq (24)





































Lsu(t − M ): (26)
Contribution from box type FD with hadron VP cannot be obtained in analytical form due
to presence of R(M2).
3 Soft photon emission contribution. Squared box con-
tribution.
Interference of amplitudes of soft photon emission by electron and muon blocks can be evalu-
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2(1− c); p2A = m2e; P 2B = m2; EA = EB = :
Using the known results for interference of Born and box type elastic amplitudes and soft






































































Using the results of App. B we construct the contribution of box type square amplitude, which



































Here we consider some types of second-order contributes in large-angle e− scattering. For the
case of box FD with polarization insertion we put the formulae (9,10) in which we show that
contributions from interference of straight and cross ”legs” of the FD with vacuum polarization
insertion and Born FD are equal when one makes exchange s ! u and changes sigh of
contribution to opposite.
Also we put the explicit expression for matrix element squared in terms of logarithms up
to LLA. There we show two cases: for small (15) and big (16) masses M of virtual lepton
and pion. By integrating over the quantity v and adding contribution of soft lepton pairs we
achieve the free of infra-red discontinuities contribution of FD with lepton vacuum polarization
insertion (20). This contribution is in agreement with RG predictions and does not contain
large logarithms of third and fourth power. Also we put here expression for cross-section of
soft pion production (26). Here we can not explicitly show the cancellation of L and NL
logarithms with soft pion contribution due to partially non-analytical form of expression.
Also we bring here the expression for squared box contribution with addition relevant one
and two soft photon emission contribution to avoid infra-red divergencies (31). The explicit
expressions for soft photon emission are also written down (29,30).
The remnant part of contribution which arising from Born and eikonal box amplitudes will
be considered in a next pater.
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5 Appendix A
Here we put details of calculating box type diagram with VP insertion.For this we need
integrals with mass virtual photon. For evaluating vector and tensor integrals we can use the
results of Appendix B (box type contribution) in which all scalar integrals with three (Iijk)
and four (I) denominators change to the next integrals with one mass virtual photon: Let’s

















































































































































































































Here we put the details of box-box contribution calculation. The first of all we should distin-
guish three different cases: two box square with straight and crossed legs and one case with
interference of amplitudes with crossed and straight legs.
For calculating the contributions we need to evaluate tensor, vector and scalar integrals
with four and three denominators.
Lets first consider integral for box with straight legs. The vector integral we can write
down in the form: ∫
d4kk
i2(1)(2)(3)(4)
= Ap1 + Bp2 + Cq; (35)
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where quantities (1); (2); (3); (4) were defined in (12), q = p1 − p′1 = p′2 − p2; q2 = t and












[−sta + stb− s2c];
a = I123 − I234; b = I134 − I123; c = tI:






















































































Tensor integral we consider by algebraical method:∫
d4kkk
i2(1)(2)(3)(4)
= agg + a11p1p1 + a22p2p2 + a12(p1p2 + p1p2) (38)
+a1q(p1q + p1q) + +a2q(p2q + p2q) + aqqqq :
To time the equation above to four-vectors p1; p2; q we can manage the system of algebraic


































(I13 − I12); (40)
A2 = I234 +
1
s
(I12 − I23) + 1
t
(2I34 − I23 − I24);
A3 = I123 +
1
s
(2I12 − I13 − I23) + 1
t
(−I23 + I34);
A4 = I134 +
1
s
(I12 − I13) + 1
t





A9 = tC + I123 +
1
s
(2I12 − I13 − I23);
A10 = I123:
















































While evaluating box type diagram square we must also consider complex conjugated ampli-
tude. The integrals for it can be made by exchange i ! −i in equations above.
For crossed legs in box type diagram we should evaluate the next integrals:∫
d4kk
i2(1)(2˜)(3)(4)
= Ap1 − Bp′2 + Cq: (42)














[−uta + utb− u2c];












































































For tensor integral we have:∫
d4kkk
i2(1)(2˜)(3)(4)









+a1q(p1q + p1q)− a2q(p′2q + p
′


































(I13 − I12); (47)
A2 = I2˜34 +
1
u
(I12˜ − I2˜3) +
1
t
(2I34 − I2˜3 − I2˜4);
A3 = I12˜3 +
1
u




A4 = I134 +
1
u
(I12˜ − I13) +
1
t





A9 = tc + I12˜3 +
1
u
(2I12˜ − I13 − I2˜3);
A10 = I12˜3:
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Adding to this expression the contribution arising from interference of soft photon emission
by electron and muon block we arrive to expression K given in equation (16) of paper [2].
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